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ABSTRACT

Jimi Hendrix, Odd Future Wolf Gang Kill Them All, and Bob Kaufman are 

black artists working within predominantly white milieus. The public histories of 

each case exemplifies the continued marginalization of black culture within the 

mainstream. As pop cultural commodities, Hendrix and OFWGKTA's appeals to 

white audiences have resulted in discourses that divorce them from the black cultural 

traditions in which their work is grounded. A poet whose work was mostly done in 

public performance rather than publication, Bob Kaufman was more resistant to 

capitalist mechanisms, and until recently was excluded from literary history almost 

entirely. As a result, the African-American perspective that informs his poetry is all 

but forgotten within the public history of the Beats. This thesis re-grounds Hendrix 

and OFWGKTA's music within black traditions and re-engages with Bob Kaufman 

life and work, illuminating the processes by which such traditions are
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Introduction

Rock star Jimi Hendrix, hip-hop collective Odd Future Wolf Gang Kill Them 

All, and Beat poet Bob Kaufman are all black American artists working within 

predominantly white milieus. Of the three artists, Jimi Hendrix is perhaps the most 

famous. One of the few black rock musicians to hit the mainstream since Elvis' 

emergence, Hendrix's success in the sixties pop scene has come to overshadow his 

earlier experiences on the black chitlin' circuit, playing alongside figures like Little 

Richard and the Isley Brothers. When he later appeared in the mainstream, Hendrix 

became more associated with the white British rock acts than the black musicians 

who's work influenced and inspired them all. Black music forms were an integral part 

of his work, but the public image of him tended to diminish the importance of such 

music, except to offer Hendrix as an 'authentic' example of a black blues man. 

Hendrix was characterized as someone disinterested in black culture, politics, or 

people, and his entrance to the pop world (and simultaneously severance from black 

music culture) was often offered as proof of the brilliance of the contemporary rock 

scene. As a result, Hendrix legacy is linked not to the black music cultures he initially 

worked with and was inspired by, but rather to the mainstream, 'white' rock scene 

that “embraced” him.

Odd Future Wolf Gang Kill Them All (also known as OFWGKTA, Odd Future, 
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OF, Wolf Gang, and even Golf Wang) is a contemporary hip-hop collective who's  has 

similarly been distanced from the cultures of which it is product. The collective is 

primarily known as a producer of rap music, but their vested interests in other 

subcultures, particularly predominantly white punk/skater cultures, as well as a 

commitment to D.I.Y. aesthetics and promotional strategies have, in the realm of 

public opinion, separated them from hip-hop culture and contemporary hip-hop acts. 

Like Hendrix, Odd Future's youthful, predominantly white audience has made the 

collective seem even less connected to contemporary black culture. Yet, Odd Future 

consistently engages with contemporary hip-hop, and their work demonstrates 

practices fundamental to hip-hop and black art traditions more generally. Their 

violent lyrics have garnered controversy, but it is also one of the few ways they have 

been associated with other hip-hop acts, most particularly the horror-core music of 

The Geto Boys and the misogynist narratives of Eminem.  Odd Future is therefore 

considered culturally threatening, their subversive potential is located in their offense 

to 'moral order' and, in the case of their promotional strategies and music practices, 

their potential to undermine the hegemony of mainstream hip-hop. In their 

engagement with other youth cultures less associated with African-Americans, Odd 

Future expresses unconventionally black identities, yet the distance from black people 

and black American culture obscures this expression.

An investment in the radical potentials of black expression is precisely what 
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distinguishes Bob Kaufman from his white contemporaries within the Beat 

Generation. A prolific influence on other Beat writers, Bob Kaufman has joined other 

black intellectuals in his occlusion from Beat history and literary history generally. 

Jimi Hendrix and OFWGKTA are cultural commodities marketed to appeal to white 

mainstream audiences, but Kaufman's work was resistant to the capitalist mechanisms 

which helped foster the popularity of the two music acts; the majority of his work 

was done in public performance, rather than publication, and his ten year vow of 

silence after the assassination of John F. Kennedy only further ensured his 

disappearance from history. As one of the few Beat writers with the informed 

perspective to locate jazz music's revolutionary potential, not in its challenge to 

white-middle class values but in its expressions of African-American hopes and 

desires, Kaufman's exclusion not only robbed literary history of a talented and 

insightful poet, but contributed to the marginalization of African-American history 

and perspectives from mainstream discourse, which the cases of Jimi Hendrix and 

Odd Future similarly exemplify. By engaging with Kaufman's work, and by grounding 

Hendrix and Odd Future in the black cultural traditions to which they are indebted, I 

hope to illuminate the processes by which African-American perspectives and 

practices are removed from public history, either by complete occlusion or by 

severing popular figures from their origins in black cultural practices. 
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“A Stranger to His Own People:” 

Jimi Hendrix and Rock Music's Subsumption of Black Music Legacies

Jimi Hendrix became famous for his work with the Jimi Hendrix Experience 

and the Band of Gypsies, but his first professional experience was with The Rocking 

Kings1, a rhythm and blues cover band in Seattle, Washington. Later, after being 

honorably discharged from the U.S. army, Hendrix began playing guitar for various 

bands on the black American 'chitlin circuit' of the 1960s, including Little Richard2 

and Curtis Knight. The music that made him famous, however, was marketed towards 

predominantly white rock audiences, alongside British rock bands like The Yardbirds 

and The Rolling Stones. Although the success on the mainstream pop charts and 

associations with the counter-cultural music scene was access to fame and fortune, it 

also separated him from the music culture of his early professional experience, music 

which continued to inform his work. As a result, Hendrix is remembered as a symbol 

of Freak Power, a virtuosic rock guitarist, even 'The Black Elvis3,' rather than a 

musician of black musical culture. The reception of Jimi Hendrix's music, including 

his severance from the rest of black music, is the result of cultural and capitalist 

mechanisms which created 'artificial divisions' in pop music along racial boundaries.

1 David Henderson, 'Scuse Me While I Kiss The Sky: The Life of Jimi Hendrix (New York: Banran Books, 
Inc., 1983), 35. 

2 Henderson, 50.
3 Chris Welch, Hendrix: A Biography (New York: Omnibus Press, 1982), 11.
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The introduction of the “race-records” label is credited to Ralph Peer, 

recording engineer for Mami Smith's Crazy Blues and other early blues recording 

sessions. In his essay, Rebee Garofalo discusses the legacy of race records and its effect 

on the popular music industry. Race-records were intended to denote African-

American performers playing records intended for African-American audiences, but 

by the 1940s, white youth's consumption of black music was exposing the label as 

insufficient. As a result, the industry label for black music went through several 

names (R&B, soul, black music, and back to R&B), but remained divided along racial 

lines, in spite of white youth's mass consumption of jazz, early rock, and hip-hop. The 

legacy of the race records, together with hegemonic ideas about race and music 

expression, have historically excluded black musical forms from the mainstream and 

“systematically excluded” blacks from positions of power within the music industry, 

yet black music has had a long-standing influence on pop music of the U.S. This 

“incorporation/homogenization” previously came in the form of grafting Afro-

American aesthetic elements onto primarily Anglo-American forms, but the 

incorporation of jazz and rock 'n' roll involved somewhat different strategies; the 

subsuming of black musical legacies within “American music”4 or, more specifically 

for this discussion, “rock music” history. 

As Jimi Hendrix was embraced by mainstream rock scene of the sixties, public 

4 Rebee Garofalo, “Culture versus Commerce: The Marketing of Black Popular Culture,” Public Culture 
7 no. 1 (1994), 275.
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discourse diminished the musical debt Hendrix owed to more marginal positions, 

instead pointing to white musicians or disavowing Hendrix's interest in black culture 

altogether. The result was the repetition of the same historic processes which 

subsume black music history within mainstream culture. Recent scholarship has 

attempted to set the record straight, but within the American popular imagination, 

Hendrix remains “the black Elvis;” “the first black rock artist;”5 or as the most 

impressive guitarist in Classic Rock history, rather than as an innovator of black 

musical traditions.

Historically, the precondition necessary for mass acceptance of black musical 

forms has been the discovery of a white performer.6 In the case of rock 'n' roll, the 

music reached white youthful audiences most prominently through Elvis Presley. 

When Jimi Hendrix emerged on British and American contemporary rock scenes, he 

was “hailed with Stateside slogans like 'The black Elvis,' implicating Hendrix as the 

black heir to Elvis's throne. Similarly, Jimi Hendrix's showmanship, especially its 

sexual connotations, were often considered extensions of what Elvis Presley had 

already done. Michael Lyon, quoted in Susan Lawrence's biography of Hendrix, 

establishes the sexual connotations of Hendrix's live performance within Elvis's 

legacy:

He is both curiously beautiful and as wildly grotesque as the proverbial 

5 Welch, 16.
6 Warner, 198.
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Wild Man of Borneo[...]Dressed as he was an playing with a savage 

wildness...the act became more than an extension of Elvis' gyrations. It 

became an extension of that to infinity, an orgy of noise so wound up 

that I feared that the dynamo who powdered it would fail and fission into its 

primordial atomic state7. 

Although Elvis most famously introduced rock 'n' roll to white audiences, 

Presley and African-American guitarist Chuck Berry emerged on the mainstream 

rock scene at almost the same moment. While Presley represented a “black musical 

consciousness in an acceptable white vehicle,” Chuck Berry represented a “black 

musical consciousness made palatable to a predominantly white audience.”8 While 

Chuck Berry had greater musical influence on white rock guitarists of the 1960s, 

“clearly more influential than Presley's more countrified approach,”9 Elvis Presley 

remains 'The King of Rock and Roll'. As Warner argues, Chuck Berry is the “musical 

prototype”  of sixties rock, but Elvis “fills a different, more crucial, role; he is rock and 

roll's attitudinal prototype”10; of which his sex appeal was integral. In the connection 

Lydon draws between Hendrix's sexually evocative performances and Elvis Presley's 

sex appeal--which he only looses ties to Hendrix's more explicitly musical 

7 Sharon Lawrence, Jimi Hendrix: The Intimate Story of a Betrayed Musical Legend (New York: Harper 
Collins Publishers), 81.

8 Warner, 198.
9 Ibid.
10 Charles Warner, “The Role and Image of African-Americans in Rock Music,” in America's Musical  

Pulse: Popular Music in Twentieth-Century Society, ed. Kenneth J. Bindas (Greenwood Press, 1992), 
199.
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techniques--he also establishes an “attitudinal” legacy that he privileges over 

Hendrix's musical legacies. Explaining Elvis's comparatively privileged place in pop 

music history, Warner argues that he “embodied all the traits of a mythic black man 

in a white vessel,” but Berry “was the genuine article, a black performer who's 

physical appearance would constantly remind the audience of its separate racial-

cultural heritage, thereby destroying the power of the myth11.” Similarly, attention to 

Hendrix's technical and musical prototypes, rather than the sex appeal which helped 

make Presley famous, would require  acknowledgment of the important role that 

black musicians played in Hendrix's musical style.

 In its investment in early blues and R&B, Hendrix's music reaches back before 

Elvis's emergence and the subsequent white-washing of rock's most dominant images. 

His engagement with the black musical traditions that preceded and continued to 

exert influence over the contemporary rock scene reestablishes the musics' shared 

heritage which public history often ignores. “A black man who borrowed from whites 

who had stolen from blacks,” his subversion of both “the black codes in which he was 

schooled, and the British Invasion which adapted these codes for their own 

purposes”12 dissolved the artificial boundaries between the two areas by 

demonstrating them as arbitrary, if historically implemented. 

11 Warner, 200.
12 Murray, Charles Shaar, Jimi Hendrix and the Post War Rock 'n' Roll Revolution (New York: St. Martin's 

Press, 1989), 6.
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White British rock acts like The Animals, The Yardbirds, and The Rolling 

Stones were inspired by the same black musicians as Hendrix, but Murray finds “the 

feel of the original prototype”13 in Hendrix's music. As discussed, Hendrix had direct 

experience with some of these 'original prototypes' in his early career. “This broad-

based experience in the clubs made him equally conversant in jazz, saxophone swing, 

R&B, gospel and soul.”14 Hendrix's knowledge of the “modern blues vocabulary”15 and 

related musics played an integral role in his early career, and continued to shape his 

music after his rise to stardom. In the introduction to “Hey Joe,”16for example, 

Whiteley finds the influence of guitarists John Lee Hooker in “the heavily accented 

G, the underpinning in the vocal line with the long decay over D over which Hendrix 

mutters 'I said,'” and Albert King in “the casual dexterity of the lead break.”17  In his 

early career, Hendrix can be heard on the Curtis Knight and the Squire's track “Sweet 

Little Angel,” “recreating and expanding B.B. King's trademark counterpoints and 

obbligatos”18.  Hendrix continues to demonstrate B.B. King's influence after his rise to 

stardom. Whiteley hears B. B. King in “Hey Joe's” “sensuous articulation in the break, 

the flurries of quick notes contrasting with the sustained G and glissando fall in bar 

7,” but also argues that the way in which the “blues notes, pitch inflection, 'vocalised' 

13 Murray, 7.
14 Whiteley, Sheila, “Progressive rock and psychedelic coding in the work of Jimi Hendrix,” Popular  

Music 9, no. 1 (1990), http://www.jstor.org/stable/852882 (accessed December 29, 2011).
15 Murray, 138.
16 “Hey Joe,” Are You Experienced, performed by the Jimi Hendrix Experience.  
17 Whiteley, 40.
18 Murray, 139.
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guitar tone, triple beats, off-beat accenting, and call and response” are pulled together 

are “typically Hendrix”19; “the sustain tone, which originated with B. B. King, takes on 

an even more overt sexuality,” in Hendrix's track, reinforced by the sexual 

connotations of playing with his teeth, and “the strong masturbatory connotations 

feed both the rhythmic emphasis of the guitar and the words themselves: “I caught' 

her messin' with another man.'”20

Hendrix was “unquestionably a man of his times...but his unique musical 

formation—that 'jazz', 'blues', 'rock', and 'soul' were not distinct musics which 

needed to be combined through fusions and hyphenations, but one music seen from 

different perspectives, was utterly his own.”21 In his engagement with both black 

musical forms and the contemporary rock scene, Hendrix illuminates the historical 

and aesthetic relationships that were always there, but often ignored or diminished by 

pop history. In his engagement with the rural blues and other “obsolete”22 black 

musics, he places his music in a past before Elvis emergence, before the artificial 

fragmentation of rock 'n' roll audiences along racial boundaries.

The fragmentation of pop music along racial boundaries has contributed to the 

development of somewhat distinct aesthetic conventions, but popular music also has a 

long history of using elements from ostensibly unrelated forms to create new ones, 

19 Whiteley, 40-41.
20 Ibid.
21 Murray, 139.
22 Ibid.
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often across racial boundaries. The history of mainstream popular music's relationship 

to marginal musical traditions, and particularly the history of rock music, exemplifies 

this notion. As Warner writes, 

Although Afro-American (and Afro-Caribbean) musics penetrated and 

revitalised white European-based music, they did not completely 

overwhelm this more formal tradition. Rock is neither a black nor a 

white music, but rather a melting pot of the two...It is caught up in a 

continuous attempt to resolve the tension between European styles of 

music... and Afro-American styles...hence the breadth of stylistic 

possibilities that characterize rock at any given moment.23

Hendrix's music offers a resolution to that tension by articulating the key role 

that proto-Elvis rock musics played into the contemporary rock scene. His attention 

to the role of the guitar is one example. Henderson writes that Hendrix understood 

“that the feel, the funk, and the boogie of the blues came from a subtle rhythmic 

combination of which the guitar played an essential role but never got the credit.”24 

Where Eric Clapton of the Yardbirds insisted that the guitar was an instrument 

virtuosity as in the classical tradition, Hendrix's guitar was, at times, more similar to 

when the guitar was strictly a rhythmic instrument.25 The track “Foxy Lady,” from the 

23 Warner, 199.
24 Henderson, 133.
25 Ibid.
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Jimi Hendrix Experience's debut album, exemplifies Hendrix's use of the guitar in this 

way. Far from the virtuosic solos that the sixties hard rock (and Hendrix himself) 

became famous for, the guitar in “Foxy Lady” uses  “slick mixed-down R&B rhythm 

scratching licks26” to against Noel Redding's bass line and Mitch Mitchell's drumming. 

The investments of acid rock and psychedelia which Hendrix played an 

integral part in developing have precedence within black culture as well. Press and 

Reynolds argue that psychedelia,“(defined in the broadest sense) aspires to the 

amorphous immensity” of “'cosmic dance'. It is music that hits at, reaches out 

towards, the rushing roar of the Original Sound, the primal OM.” Psychedelia, along 

with numerous other musics, “share[s] a belief that minimal is maximal; that simple 

patterns, repeated, can generate both complexity and immensity. Press and Reynolds 

note the varying degrees to which these musics are “based around overtones and 

intermediate tones rather than the clear pitch intervals that govern Western classical 

music.”27 

The similarly “fluid, sliding, droning melodies” of modality, “a quality shared 

by folk, blues, and Indian music,” was re-introduced into jazz playing by John 

Coltrane, along with Miles Davis. The aim of Coltrane's India (1961), A Love  

Supreme (1964), and Om (1965)--the latter taking its name from “the Buddhist name 

26 Henderson, 137.
27 Simon Reynolds and Joy Press, The Sex Revolts: Gender, Rebellion, and Rock 'n' Roll (Cambridge: 

Harvard University Press, 1995), 181-182.
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for the Deity, the Absolute, the first vibration”--was to “break down the listener's 

psychic defenses, so that the inner cosmos emerged with the chaos.” Within 

psychedelia and acid rock, this principal manifests itself in “cosmic and oceanic 

imagery” and a soundscape that surrounded and subsumed the listener. Arguing that 

with psychedelia, “rock lost its hardness, became a medium in which the listener is 

suspended and enwombed,” they trace the aesthetic back to Coltrane, through the 

Byrds and Jimi Hendrix.28

In her discussion of “Purple Haze,” Whiteley demonstrates Hendrix's 

simultaneous engagement with older blues forms and psychedelia. While “Purple 

Haze's” “energy, use of distortion, fuzz, wah wah and loudness coupled with precise 

and sinuous scale riffs” are similar to “Hey Joe”, the “sexual focus, the betrayal of the 

male by the female and the violent consequences are shifted to pull on a sense of 

timelessness.” Psychedelia's timelessness, blurring of consciousness, and distorted 

perceptions are “Purple Haze's” ultimate goal,but it relies on a basic blues form. The 

track's beginning guitar line is “basically a pentatonic blues riff,” but the distortion 

effects make it almost impossible to hear the pitches. From this blues-based 

beginning, the track moves into an acid track, with the 'trip' beginning after the end 

of the second verse, as the vocals yell “Help me!” 

As an acid track, the torn sounds and muttered syllables work 

28 Reynolds and Press, 183-4.
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within the overall shape of the lead guitar line which moves to from top C# 

to B...The movement into the trip is accompanied by an upward moving 

figure...in the lead break, high notes, sliding amplifications and the sheer 

volume of noise moves against the continuous arterial throb of the rhythm 

to juxtapose two realities—the throb of the continuous bass heart beat 

against the exhilarated high of Hendrix's guitar solo, which is intensified 

by the doubling of the octave effect....for the listener, the sheer volume of 

noise works toward the drowning of personal consciousness.29

While the melody continues to be based on the “recurring motif” of the blues 

riff, Hendrix adds distortion, upward sliding notes and volume to build upon the 

motif and make it an acid track. Further, the repeating melody line “moves towards 

an incantatory, mesmeric effect,” reinforcing the song's evocations of hallucinogenics, 

as “under the influence of acid, a particular word or phrase can take an unreal 

significance to become totally absorbing and dominant within a new state of 

consciousness.” Within “Purple Haze,” the phrase that takes on a special significance 

is a pentatonic blues riff. The track's “psychedelia,” therefore, rests upon a basic black 

musical form, as well as being similar to Coltrane's use of modality that helped 

develop psychedelic rock as a whole. 

Hendrix's influence from John Coltrane music not only “stretched the 

29 Whiteley, 45.
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boundaries of rock,”30 but introduced aesthetic aims that would soon become some of 

psychedelia's most fundamental interests. Hendrix's melding of jazz and rock was an 

integral part of the development of acid rock/psychedelia, and without Coltrane's 

reintroduction of modality and interests in Eastern religious principles, acid rock 

would not have the “oceanic,” “cosmic,” or “subsuming,”  sound that became so 

central. 

In discussing Jimi Hendrix's interests in jazz and rock musics, Milkowski 

identifies Hendrix as a proto-fusion artist. While Miles Davis is generally credited 

with fusion music's origins with the release of his 1970 album Bitches' Brew, 

Milkowski argues that Hendrix's album Are You Experienced “hinted at this fusion of 

idioms” in 1967.31 Hendrix's engagements with jazz, and his aesthetic/intellectual debt 

to John Coltrane work, blurred the boundaries between jazz and rock that were—at 

the least partially, artificial boundaries to begin with. “Before Hendrix, the lines were 

more clearly drawn—there was rock on one side and jazz on the other, with blues 

straddling the fence. After Hendrix, nothing would ever be quite so cut-and-dried.”32 

In his music's investments in jazz, rock, and blues, it exemplified the shared heritage 

between the three musics, allowing for similar articulations in later fusion music.   

The strategy of Signifyin(g), for example, is most famously associated with 

30 Bill Milkowski, “Jimi Hendrix: The Jazz Connection,” in Downbeat, October 1982, The Jimi Hendrix 
Companion, ed. Chris Potash (New York: Schirmer Books, 1996), 96.

31 Ibid.
32 Ibid.
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black cultural traditions, but is also manifested in the work of white artists as well. 

Most famously explored in Henry Louis Gates Jr.'s book The Signifying Monkey, A  

Theory of Afro-American Literary Criticism, Signifyin(g) is most succinctly defined as 

“repetition and revision, or repetition with a signal difference.” Signifying texts direct 

their readers through different orders of meaning through the tropological revisions 

of other texts.  In his essay on Bob Dylan and Jimi Hendrix's respective versions of 

“All Along the Watchtower” Zak writes that Hendrix's track, “in revising general 

style elements that are specific features of the song, clearly bears the stamp of a 

signifyin(g) sensibility...but Dylan, too, signifies...in a catalytic interpretation that 

draws together aspects of the historical traditions of ballad and blues, Dylan's song 

revises traditional practice.”33 Dylan's “All Along the Watchtower” incorporates 

elements of folk ballads, both in narrative technique and poetic imagery,34 but Dylan 

also “signifies on the British ballad in the forms of a blues man. The combination 

imbues the song with a set of associations pointing to another vast song repertory, 

emphasizing the historical intermingling of ballad and blues in American music.” 

Further, the track's vocal and harmonica melodies, as well as structure of the 

arrangement, are elements of specific blues sounds and techniques, and “both its 

micro- and macro-structural levels exhibit the sort of call and response Floyd [in his 

33 Albin J Zak III, “Bob Dylan and Jimi Hendrix: Juxtaposition and Transformation 'All Along the 
Watchtower,'” Journal of the American Musicological Society 57, no. 3, (Fall 2004), 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/jams.2004.57.3.599, (accessed December 29, 2011).

34 Zak, 621.
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book The Power of Black Music] points to in twelve-bar blues...as 'a classic example 

of Signifyin(g).”35 

Dylan's use of Signifyin(g), as well as Hendrix's revamping of Dylan's work, 

speak to the true flexibility of signification as an aesthetic tradition. In his book, Gates 

writes “one does not signify something; rather, one signifies in some way.”36 In other 

words, signifyin(g) is not simply a convention that artists repeat, with the only 

variation being the text/work/form to which they signify, rather, signifying(g) is a 

processes that can be manifested in multiple ways. Hendrix, signifying upon Dylan's 

practice of signifying, links Dylan's processes of revision with the blues tradition, 

similarly  shows “where tradition was not simple repetition but a reflexive practice of 

custom.”37

The Jimi Hendrix Experience debut album Are You Experienced was released 

in 1967, only a year after black artists' lowest performance on the pop charts since 

rock 'n' roll's emergence, and in the midst of the British wave and “blue-eyed soul” 

that was erasing black artists' already limited presence in the pop charts.38 Jimi 

Hendrix was one of the few black artists who successful crossed over into the pop 

world, re-articulating the conversations between 'black' and 'white' musics that the 

industry had helped dissolve. However, Hendrix's emergence onto the mainstream 

35 Zak, 622.
36 Gates, 67.
37 Paul Gilroy, “Bold as Love? Jimi's Afrocyberdelia and the Challenge of the Not-Yet,” Critical  

Quarterly 46 (2004).
38 Garofolo, 278.
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music scene was accompanied by a cultural image that severed him from black 

culture, politics and people, yet still played upon normative conventions of race. 

Hendrix's place within rock musical history speaks to the racial fantasies that 

define hegemonic constructions of black expression, and especially black male 

expression. Warner argues that “in a postwar world in which transcendent values 

were non-existent” the newly constructed rock 'n' roll lifestyle required “the 

construction of an appropriate guiding force—a hero figure...what Bane describes as a 

culturally constructed mythic image of the black man as the locus of pleasure for 

American youth.” The mythic black stereotype embodied the values that, for the 

white youth, distinguished them from their parents: “institutional primitivism 

centered on the body as opposed to an intellectually constrained rationality, an 

unambitious, anarchic nature rather than an industrious Christian work ethic, and 

emphasis on immediate rather than deferred gratification.”39 Hendrix's image 

embodied each of these qualities. Virtually identical to the negatives stereotypes of 

black men in pre-war culture, the image “rests on the belief that the black man is free 

in ways the white man is not, and he is free in precisely those ways the white 

teenagers wishes to be.”40 

In an article discussing one of the Experience's live performances, Goldman 

writes that Hendrix “could wink at the hipper soul brothers as he stood spotlighted 

39 Warner, 200
40 Warner, 201
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between his hard-working rhythm section of pale English boys.”41 Albert Goldman 

perceives Hendrix (and his 'soul brothers') as having access to something he, 

Hendrix's 'pale English boys',  and the Experience's predominantly-white audience do 

not, namely the perspective to truly understand the music.  The “young girls [who] 

were supposed to scream...[and] the young white boys who came looking for outrage, 

rebellion, and the best blues guitar they ever heard”42 undoubtedly loved Hendrix, 

and his success only reinforced his mythical status; Lawrence quotes a “fellow 

musician” speaking of Hendrix as a “fantasy figure...'We all wanted to be him. What 

could be more cool than to be a sexy black man, playing the blues and pulling any 

chick you fancied?'”43 

Contemporary critics and commentators explained Hendrix as a man lacking 

interest in black music, black politics, and black people. Lawrence quotes Hendrix as 

“against labels of any kind except on pickle jars...If someone says 'nigger' to me, as 

long as they mean it out of ignorance and not from cruelty, I generally don't think 

much about it.”44 The quote, stemming from a story involving racist epithets thrown 

around by the audience during a show, might be interpreted as the words of a man 

who is all too familiar with racism to be beaten down by it, but when Lawrence 

describes Hendrix as possessing “an elevated attitude towards racial prejudice,” she 

41 Goldman, 58.
42 Welch, 16.
43 Lawrence, 89.
44 Lawrence, 91.
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implies that Hendrix transcended racism, was too 'elevated' to take offense. Similarly, 

Welsh describes Hendrix as “metaphorically colour blind,” who “found it difficult to 

comprehend prejudice, let alone discuss it.”45 When asked about Hendrix's Band of 

Gypsy experiment, Welsh quotes roadie Eric Barrett: “There was a point where Jimi 

got into Black Power and a lot of people were trying to turn him on to a heavy Black 

Power thing—but it didn't last long46.” Commentary like these often served to sever 

Hendrix from black political issues overall, but the the “obsession” of late-sixties 

white pundits “with black separatists politics at their most extreme”47 does little 

justice to the complexity of black politics, or to the complexity of racial experiences 

and interests. 

More likely, Hendrix's politics simply did not fit into the polemics demanded 

of him, for his music displays an interest in racial politics. His track “House Burning 

Down,”48 recorded in the month of Martin Luther King's death, is a “comment 

directly on [the] social unrest” of the assassination and subsequent riots. Additionally, 

Hendrix devoted a long instrumental to King the day after his death, and recorded an 

instrumental called “MLK” in 1970.49 At at a concert on December 31, 1968, Hendrix 

made allusions to the U.S.'s civil rights unrest as a “war,” in an introduction to 

45 Welch, 11.
46 Welch, 75.
47 Murray, 89.
48 “House Burning Down,” Electric Ladyland performed by the Jimi Hendrix Experience
49 William R. Fulton, “'Science Fiction Rock and Roll:' Sound painting and social subtext in Jimi 

Hendrix's 1983 (A merman should I turn to be), American Music Review 41 (2011), 6.
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“Machine Gun,” dedicated to 'all the soldiers fighting in Chicago, and Milwaukee, and 

New York—and oh yes, all the soldiers fighting in Vietnam.”50 

In his biography, Henderson quotes Hendrix discussing his own politics: “The 

argument is not between black and white, that's just another game the establishment 

set up to turn us against one another...but now to get down to the nitty-gritty, it's 

getting to be old and young—not the age, but the ways of thinking.'” Describing the 

Black Panthers and Ku Klux Klan together as “sheep,” Hendrix identifies the 

separatists politics of both groups as insufficient for the world which Hendrix 

envisions, too polemic to be realistic or useful. Rather then bend to the will of the 

U.S.'s increasing pressure for explicit or polemic political statements addressing the 

era's racial climate, “Hendrix managed to confound and disappoint anybody who 

wanted him to adopt conventional or facile political views, and to enrage anyone who 

found his elliptical, mythic pronouncements on ethics, history, and governmentality 

too much to stomach.51” 

For many, though, Hendrix's suspicion of separatist politics, and his 

unwillingness to adopt conventional political views, amounted to a rejection of black 

people and culture. That Hendrix found fame and economic success in the hard rock 

scene rather than on the chitlin' circuit reinforced such a notion. “Traditionally, 

white critics have interpreted Hendrix's travails as a putative soul sideman as an 

50 Fulton, 8.
51 Gilroy, 116.
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example of how all those ignorant, narrow-minded blacks simply weren't smart 

enough to understand his brilliance,52” while his success in the contemporary rock 

scene, and particularly in Britain, proved that he had “landed in a welcoming white 

world where most musicians were 'good mates.'”53 The presence of racism in the pop 

scene, meanwhile, is presented as non-existent. When asked how media reacted to 

Hendrix's presence in the white pop world, Patricia Costello, an employee of a New 

York publicist who worked with Hendrix closely, answered, “I never really thought 

about his color...I don't think most press people did when they met him. He was a 

simply Jimi.”54 In fact, Hendrix's popular image was invested in normative definitions 

of race. Goldman's characterization of Hendrix as a “musical mugger,”55 “committing 

violent acts before teenies,”56 holding a guitar “like a big black snake,”57 speaks 

volumes about normative images of black male sexuality, and his article article marks 

Hendrix with racial difference while simultaneously denying its significant role in the 

way Hendrix was received in the pop world. For Goldman, no white rock performer 

has Hendrix's “lissome physical grace,” yet he “is essentially one with the white pop 

scene.” He sees Hendrix “transcending” black performance and black culture, “like 

last generation of jazzmen, who transcended their playing to almost exclusively white 

52 Murray, 163
53 Lawrence, 48
54 Lawrence, 83
55 Goldman, 58
56 ibid
57 Goldman, 59
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audiences, working with white sidemen, studying with white masters and consorting 

with white women, Hendrix's blackness is only skin deep.”58  

In his music, “Hendrix amended the blues workings so that they would 

become adequate for the technological and moral challenges of the cultural 

environment;”59 his cultural environment, one comprised of multiple cultural 

histories and investments. Similarly, Paul Gilroy sees the opening sections of “Ezy 

Rider” with the potential to “take us past the place where the original ceases to be 

worthwhile,” where revision and multiplicity are all that it left; “The guitar howls 

and is multiplied, chorused into a dynamic sonic image of unprecedented plurality. Its 

constant shifting screams betoken a new conception of irreducibly complex 

identity.”60 Jimi's “mode of being in the world,” Gilroy argues, is ultimately 

incompatible with the order of race as hegemony knows it—its complexity, its 

multiplicity, cannot be reduced to anything simple, in contrast to the monolithic 

identity imposed upon him.

Denying Hendrix's place in black musical history, and the roles of black 

traditions within his own music, not only deny his music such expressions of identity 

but also deny his legacy on later black music. In the production of Hendrix's music 

(by Ed Kramer),  Henderson sees a predecessor to reggae's deep bass, and argues his 

58 Goldman, 58
59 Gilroy, 112-113
60 Gilroy, 112
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“talking guitar,” the product of his interest in technological innovation, has become so 

important that “modern soul music is inconceivable” without him. In jazz, Hendrix's 

“Up From The Sky” started a movement of sustaining long legato lines, and Hendrix is 

now a reference for jazz musicians looking to funk and rock for inspiration. 

The separation of 'black music forms' like R&B and blues from its musical heirs 

like rock 'n' roll and later rock limits the strategies available to black artists, often 

boxing them into forms which are considered 'black' while denying them access to 

mainstream or 'white' forms. Pop music has been divided along racial boundaries for a 

long time, but those boundaries have always been somewhat artificial, and when we 

fail to look critically at how industry and cultural forces can shape pop music history, 

we abide by the conventions of artistic expression that limit not just black expression, 

but ultimately restrict the way we, as individuals, can express our own multifaceted 

identities. Vernon Reid, founder of the Black Rock Coalition and singer of In Living 

Colour, expresses his “indignation” at rock's “co-optation of Hendrix as an 'honorary 

white:'”

Late at night on the anniversary of Hendrix's death they were 

playing some Hendrix music and the deejay said that Hendrix was 

black, and that the music didn't sound very black to him. Yeah, it was a 

white deejay...and I flipped out...It was not only an insult to his music, 
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but I took it as an affront to me personally. Because if what the deejay 

said was true, what is  he saying about me as a listener who loves Hendrix as a 

black artist?61

Public history which severs Hendrix from black culture discourage 

identifications like Reid's, but by re-establishing the connections that Hendrix has 

with black music culture, one avoids such constraints. 

61 Murray, 81
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F***King Radical: Odd Future, Subversion and The Politics of Race 

The attention surrounding Los Angeles based hip-hop/skate-board/art collective 

Odd Future Wolf Gang Kill Them All is centered around front man Tyler, the Creator. 

Preoccupations with the twenty-one-year-old-rapper, producer, designer, and director 

and his lyrical depictions of violence and sexual depravity make up the majority of Odd 

Future-related articles and think pieces, and are a major contribution to the group's 

notoriety for rebelliousness and delinquency. In 2009, Tyler released his self-produced 

debut album Bastard via Tumblr, for free. The album, along with two popular music 

videos (“VCR”62 and “French”63) attracted a significant young fan base, the support of 

several major hip-hop figureheads, a manager, and lots of industry interest. After the 

2010 release of his second album Goblin (this time released in a one-time deal with 

British label XL Records), Tyler, the Creator's rapid rise to prominence eventually landed 

him a MTV Video Music Award64, collaborations with hip-hop artists Game65 and Pusha-

T66, and the Odd Future collective a spot in the lineups for the South By Southwest,67 

62 “VCR,” performed by Tyler, the Creator. Directed by Wolf Haley. YouTube.
63 “French,” performed by Tyler, the Creator. Directed by Wolf Haley and Taco Bennet. YouTube.
64 Carter, “Tyler, The Creator Falls 'Into Kanye's Arms' After VMA Win,” 

http://www.mtv.com/news/articles/1669883/tyler-the-creator-best-new-artist-vma.jhtml.
65 “Monsters vs. Goblins,” The R.E.D. Album, performed by The Game and Tyler, the Creator, 2011.
66 “Trouble On My Mind,” performed by Pusha-T and Tyler, the Creator, 2012.
67 “Odd Future Storms Offstage at Billboard SXSW Showcase” http://www.billboard.com/news/odd-future-

storms-offstage-at-billboard-1005081052.story#/news/odd-future-storms-offstage-at-billboard-
1005081052.story.
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Pitchfork,68 and Coachella69 music festivals.  Articles with titles like Bethlehem Shoals's 

“Odd Futurism,”70 “The /b/ Boys: Odd Future and the Swag Generation”71 by Sean 

Fennessy, and  Jim De Rogatis's “Pitchfork and Odd Future: Endorsing Rape or 

Showcasing Art?”72 continued to contribute to the popular notion that Odd Future is 

important, culturally relevant, and possibly very scary.  In describing the phenomenon of 

their fame and controversy, The L.A. Times calls OFWGKTA a “revolution,” writing 

“Revolutions are still televised, but they get Tumblr'd, tweeted, and Youtubed first. This 

one started last summer when micro-bloggers began deifying a pack of nine 

skateboarding, freewheeling teenaged rap vandals from Los Angeles.”73 As the article 

suggests, many commentators have found a certain subversive potential within Odd 

Future Wolf Gang and their music; they are often characterized as a signal or symptom of 

cultural change, or even as the catalyst for such change. 

The subversion that writers see in Odd Future lie in a potential to change the 

nature of the rap industry; OF's internet-based marketing strategies threaten the 

monopoly that major labels have over mainstream rap music. In Black Noise, Tricia Rose 

68 Kot, “Odd Future booking puts Pitchfork festival in an odd position,” 
http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2011-07-12/entertainment/ct-ent-0713-pitchfork-schreiber-
20110713_1_pitchfork-music-festival-ryan-schreiber-sixth-annual-festival 

69 Sean Lynch, “Pharell Joins Odd Future on Stage at Coachella 2011,” 
http://www.thesource.com/articles/60348

70 Shoals, Bethlehem, “Odd Futurism,” The Poetry Foundation, 
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/article/241404

71 Fennessy, Sean, “The /b/ Boys: Odd Future and the Swag Generation,” Pitchfork, October 28, 2010.  
72 Jim DeRogatis, “Pitchfork and Odd Future: Endorsing Rape or Showcasing Art?” 

http://www.wbez.org/blog/jim-derogatis/2011-05-02/pitchfork-odd-future-endorsing-rape-or-showcasing-
art-85888

73 “Howling Wolves” Weiss, Jeff. Los Angeles Times April 10, 2011.Web
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explains that though hip-hop's marketing “was pioneered by independent entrepreneurs 

and independent labels,”74 major labels soon began to dominate. According to Rose, the 

major label's control over mainstream hip-hop was “augmented by more general music 

industry consolidation in the late 1970s,” and by 1990, six major record companies (CBS, 

Polygram, Warner, BMG, Capital-EMI, and MCA) controlled virtually all record chain 

store distribution.75 In their self-made promotional materials and music, Odd Future is 

often regarded with the potential to overthrow the major labels' reign; this potential is 

most often located in the success of their promotional strategies, but it is also linked with 

their associations with punk culture, most importantly with D.I.Y. aesthetics. 

D.I.Y. aesthetics and strategies are most famously associated with punk 

movements, and the media tends to relate Odd Future's potentially subversive practices 

as a legacy of punk culture, from which Odd Future certainly draws influence. 

Describing an Odd Future live show in Philadelphia, Andrew Nosnitsky writes, “There 

was a full-scale punk energy level on both ends, complete with stage dives and fans 

screaming their lyrics.”76  In their visual iconography, much of which is designed by 

Tyler, the Creator, Nosnitsky finds  “deviance, indulgence, or childhood—upside-down 

crosses, yearbook photos, and human oddities. The resulting blend often looks more like 

74 Tricia Rose, Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary America (Middletown: Wesleyan 
Universitry Press, 1994), 6. 

75 Ibid.
76 Andrew Nosnitsky, “Raw and Live,” Billboard, May 19, 2011, 16.
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something from an '80s punk or industrial demo than anything seen in hip-hop.”77 Tyler, 

the Creator's video “VCR” was filmed, directed, and edited by himself, and his talents 

have garnered his title as “the crew's Renaissance man—making beats, directing videos 

and designing the album covers with a visual sense more reminiscent of snuff films or 

early industrial music than anything hip-hop has produced.78”  The general consensus is 

that Odd Future's aesthetic decisions are almost always handled by Tyler, or at least free 

from industry influences. Under the pseudonym 'Wolf Haley,' Tyler, the Creator does 

direct most of Odd Future's music videos, but industry figures are also involved in Odd 

Future's productions. The director of  Mellowhype's “64,”79 The Game and Tyler, the 

Creator's collaboration “Martians vs. Goblins,”80 The Internet's “Cocaine”81 and 

“Fastlane”82 and promotional video “Thurnis Haley”83 is Matt Alonzo, an established 

music director who has also directed music videos for Tyrese, Soulja Boy Tell 'Em, Far 

East Movement, Common, New Boyz, Ice Cube, Cypress Hill, and Charles Hamilton.84 

AG Rojas directed Earl Sweatshirt's “EARL” and is a relatively prominent art and video 

director who recently directed a video for Jack White85 and Gil-Scott Heron,86 and the 

77 Ibid.
78 “Odd Future,” Andrew Nosnitsky, The Wire.
79 Mellowhype. “64” Directed by Matt Alonzo. YouTube. 
80 The Game. “Martians vs. Goblins” Performed by The Game and Tyler, the Creator. Directed by Matt 

Alonzo. YouTube.
81 The Internet. “Cocaine” Directed by Matt Alonzo. YouTube.
82 The Internet. “Fastlane” Directed by Matt Alonzo. YouTube.
83 OFWGKTA. “Thurnis Haley” Performed by Wolf Haley. Directed by Matt Alonzo. YouTube.
84 “Videos,” Matt Alonzo. http://www.mattalonzo.com/videos/ .
85 “Sixteen Saltines,” performed by Jack White. Directed by A.G. Rojas. 
86 “I'll Take Care of You,”performed by Gil-Scott Heron. Directed by A.G. Rojas. 
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CGI and considerably high budget of Odd Future's newest music videos “Rella”87 and “NY 

(Ned Flanders),”88 hint of industry's influence. At the very least, these projects are not the 

handmade products of a single artists mind; rather, these examples are collaborations of 

Odd Future with mainstream music industry figures, using music industry resources. 

Part of the media's celebration of OF's D.I.Y. is the perceived originality and anti-

consumerism of Odd Future's marketing strategies. Of the the entire collective, only 

singer-songwriter Frank Ocean is signed to a major label. Reportedly, nothing of note 

came from his DefJam contract until the release of his mixtape nostalgia/ULTRA, which 

like the majority of OF releases was (until recently) available for free via Tumblr. In a 

short feature in Billboard, Rauly Ramirez explains the success of Ocean's strategy as 

evidence of the importance of the newly rising DIY market. For Ramirez, R&B “has had 

the same cast in place for five or six years now...but the scenario looks like its about to 

change thanks to the Internet and the age of the free digital mixtape,”89 a change signaled 

by the success of Frank Ocean's nostalgia/ULTRA and fellow R&B singer The Weeknd's 

mixtape House of Balloons. The article concludes: “with the DIY market gaining in 

prominence every day, expect to see more artists of all genres breaking new ground.”90 

Ramirez characterizes Ocean and The Weeknd's debuts as a new beginning, but 

releasing music for free is not as novel as the article implies. Radiohead's album In 

87 “Rella,” performed by Hodgy Beats, Domo Genesis, and Tyler, the Creator. Directed by Luis Perez. 
YouTube.

88 “NY (Ned Flanders),” performed by Hodgy Beats and Tyler, the Creator. Directed by Luis Perez.
89 Rauly Ramirez, “R&B Resurgence,” Billboard, April 16, 2011.
90 Ibid.
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Rainbows was released as a free digital download and allowed consumers to choose the 

price they were willing to pay, from zero dollars on. Nine Inch Nails' album Ghosts I-IV  

was initially released as a free download, and album The Slip remains available for free 

via their website. More importantly, mix tapes and bootlegging have been around for 

years, including hip-hop artists releasing mix-tapes for free or little cost via websites such 

as Dat Piff or hip-hop blogs like 2DopeBoyz. Frank Ocean and The Weeknd's efforts, 

therefore, have precedence both within hip-hop culture and the record industry which 

found bootlegging and internet piracy so (initially) threatening.  An article in the Village 

Voice agrees that the release of House of Balloons and nostalgia/ULTRA signals a 

“change,” but is more cautious about the implications on the R&B industry than other 

publications.  Here, Frank Ocean and The Weeknd's are separated from the amateur 

efforts generally associated with D.I.Y. (“This is pro music, made by pros”)91 and the 

“revolutionary” potential of their music is temporary: “Frank Ocean...is operating inside 

the industry in a simple, but fascinating way. The mode is the same but the language and 

delivery are changing. At the moment, Ocean and the Weeknd feel like revolutionaries. 

They'll be gobbled up and reprocessed soon.”92 This is closer to the real consequences of 

Odd Future's promotional strategies. They are consistently celebrated for releasing all 

their music for free and without industry influence, but at the present a lot of their 

91 Sean Fennessy, “Love Vs. Money: The Weeknd, Frank Ocean, and R&B's Future Shock,” The Village Voice, 
May 23, 2011, 3.

92 Ibid.
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music, particularly their most popular works, are now only available on iTunes for a fee, 

including Bastard, Goblin, nostalgia/UTLRA, and The Internet's Purple Naked Ladies. 

 In an article in The Wire, Andrew Nosnitsky reports Tyler, the Creator as 

someone uninterested in hip-hop culture, who prefers British alternative rock band 

Stereolab and American jazz musician Roy Ayers to most hip hop acts.93 Similarly, 

another article depicts the collective's musical interests as specifically antithetical to the 

contemporary Los Angeles hip-hop scene around them: 

The group existed largely as subversive-minded skateboarders 

lingering around the Supreme store on Fairfax Avenue, rebels uninterested 

in mixing in with the city's main three rap circles: gangsta rap 

traditionalists, skinny-jeaned jerkin' rappers and what Tyler called 

“post-Drake cliched Slauson rappers.94

In the article, as well as within the general discourse, Odd Future Wolf Gang is 

characterized as self-consciously different from contemporary hip-hop, so much so that, 

as conceived, the term 'hip-hop' becomes ultimately insufficient. Nosnitsky quotes Odd 

Future member Hodgy Beats: “We're on our own shit...I wouldn't even be able to put our 

music in a genre, we'll have to make a new one.”95 As a result, Odd Future is often 

characterized as distinct from other rap acts and contemporary hip-hop culture. Sanneh 

93 Nosnitsky, Andrew “Odd Future,” The Wire, 16.
94 Ibid.
95 Nosnitsky, Andrew, “Odd Future,” The Wire September 2010, 16.
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writes, “part of Odd Future's appeal is its autonomy” in that “they have no special 

connection to the Los Angeles hip-hop scene.”96 

The focus on Odd Future Wolf Gang's “autonomy” and the severance from wider 

hip-hop culture is a part of the subversive potential that commentators have located. The 

group's self-conscious separation from, or disavowal of, hip-hop culture, conventional 

music industry practices, and (in the case of their lyrical content and rebellious 

reputation) from common decency is what lends them the power to change things, for 

better or worse. However, the characterization of Odd Future as culturally and 

artistically autonomous obscures the debts that Odd Future owes to hip-hop culture and 

African-American artistic tradition generally. Furthermore, by ignoring the influence of 

hip-hop and African-American culture on the collective, the popular discourse 

surrounding them is unable to account for the collective's subversive efforts that are 

informed by these cultural traditions, namely the expression of non-normative, 

unconventional black identities. The result is that the subversive capacity that 

commentators and critics find lurking underneath Odd Future's surface is itself informed 

by and contributing to the historic processes that marginalize African-Americans and 

their art. 

As mentioned, the discourse surrounding Odd Future severs them wider hip-hop 

culture, sometimes to the point that the label of “hip-hop” is considered insufficient for 

96 Sanneh, Kalefa, “Where's Earl?” The New Yorker, May 21 2011.
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the collective and especially its music. Rap music is certainly not Odd Future's sole 

product; the collective is also part skate-crew, and Odd Future Wolf Gang Kill Them All 

was initially conceived as a skateboarding magazine97. Neither is rap the sole musical 

interest of the collective; producers and DJs Syd the Kid and Matt Martin's collaborative 

effort Purple Naked Ladies, as well Frank Ocean's critically acclaimed mixtape 

nostalgia/ULTRA are both R&B/pop albums, with almost no rapped verses. Similarly, 

Matt Martian and Super 3's collaborative albums Voyager and Journey to the 5th Echelon 

are both mostly instrumental works of “jazz-funk98” and electronica, though the Odd 

Future rappers do contribute some verses to the latter work. 

Odd Future's pop/R&B releases and rap music often feature aesthetic elements 

from outside of hip-hop, and as founder and C.E.O. Of Pitchfork notes, Odd Future's 

“influences aren't especially tied to things like established canons, and they incorporate 

elements from almost every genre.”99 The mixtape Radical, for example, features Odd 

Future members rapping over instrumentals from other artists; in addition to rap 

instrumentals like Roscoe Dash's “All The Way Turnt Up” and Mos Def's “Panties,” the 

work also features instrumentals from experimental rock group Liars, and electronic 

music artist James Pants. nostalgia/ULTRA also incorporates instrumentals outside of rap: 

Coldplay's “Strawberry Swing,” and  MGMT's “Electric Feel.”  

97 Weiss, 1.
98 Tom Breihan, “Odd Future Mixtapes,” Pitchfork, March 14, 2011.
99 DeRogatis, “Pitchfork & Odd Future: Endorsing Rape or Showcasing Art?” May 2, 2011.
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However, Odd Future's work and especially their music are still very much 

engaged with hip-hop culture. In the first place, of Odd Future's thirteen confirmed 

members, the nine music-making members all make music that is heavily influenced by 

hip-hop music, and five of the members (Tyler, the Creator, Hodgy Beats, Earl 

Sweatshirt, Domo Genesis, and Mike G) are specifically rap musicians. Secondly, the 

group's varied artists interest speak to the multiplicity of forms within hip-hop culture 

itself. Although it is rap music that plays the most prominent role in hip-hop's 

relationship to mainstream culture, the term “hip-hop” itself refers to the subculture that, 

as Rose writes, “began in the mid-1970s in the South Bronx in New York City...an 

African-American and Afro-Caribbean youth culture composed of graffiti, break dancing, 

and rap music”100--I would add fashion as well. Odd Future engages with each of these 

practices: their iconic visual aesthetics include hip-hop style, graffiti logos and hip-hop 

influenced fashion, and they have parodied Bay-Area “hyphy”101 and “cooking”102 styles of 

dance in their music and promotional videos. Although their music, fashion and visual 

imagery is also heavily influenced by other subcultures (especially skater punk), hip-hop 

culture plays such a prominent role in the collective that to outright deny them the 

category of hip-hop is insufficient as well. Similarly, Odd Future uses instrumentals from 

outside of the rap genre, but they still engage in the common practice of rapping over 

100Rose, Tricia, Black Noise (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 1994), 2. 
101“Hyphy,”performed by Odd Future Wolf Gang Kill Them All. YouTube.
102“Bitch Suck Dick,” performed by Tyler, the Creator, Jasper Dolphin, and Taco Bennett. Directed by Wolf 

Haley. YouTube.
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other artist's music. Rather than demonstrate a lack of engagement with hip-hop, their 

use of non-rap instrumentals links the music with this common hip-hop practice. Rather 

than consider hip-hop culture as unable to sufficiently encompass Odd Future, Odd 

Future rather expands hip-hop culture's interest in music, art, fashion, and dance to 

include elements ostensibly outside of its boundaries. 

In spite of Odd Future's perceived autonomy and reported lack of interest, their 

work indicates an engagement with both contemporary and historic hip-hop culture, and 

the group's engagement with skate culture is not without precedent.  Bay Area crew The 

Pack's single “Vans” (from the album Skateboards 2 Scrapers, no less) is explicitly about 

skate fashion, Vans being a popular brand name of skating shoes. Geographically, The 

Pack's Bay Area is relatively near Odd Future's Los Angeles, and Odd Future engages 

with The Pack's music in their own productions. Their promotional video “Hyphy” 

featuring Wolf Gang members and friends driving around and dancing, takes its name 

from the Bay Area style of hip-hop and dance, and uses The Pack song “Booty Bounce 

Bopper” as the soundtrack. Their imitation of “hyphy” dancing renders it utterly 

ridiculous, but given Odd Future's interests in the ridiculous, the absurd, and the non-

sensical, the video serves less to sever the group from Bay Area culture than illuminate a 

shared investment. The synth-heavy production and non-sequitor verses of OF tracks 

like “Tina”103 and“Bitch Suck Dick,”104 poke fun at the success of The Pack and, 

103“Tina,” Bastard, performed by Tyler, the Creator, Jasper Dolphin, and Taco Bennett.
104“Bitch Suck Dick,” Goblin, performed by Tyler, the Creator, Jasper Dolphin, and Taco Bennett.
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particularly, the solo efforts of front man Lil' B, but in Odd Future's work, parody of 

other artists' work is more a gesture of respect than disavowal. 

In locating Odd Future outside of hip-hop's realm, one replicates the same historic 

processes that hip-hop undermines. In a society that rarely acknowledges the 

“Afrodiasporic significance” of Afro-Caribbean and Afro-American artistic practices, hip-

hop remains engaged with and rooted in these practices, and it is shaped and defined by 

the “dynamic and often contentious relationship” between mainstream social and 

political forces and black cultural priorities.105 The discourse surrounding Odd Future 

denies the central place of hip-hop music culture within the collective, ignoring their 

engagement with hip-hop practices, thereby replicating hip-hop's central tensions. Odd 

Future draws upon other cultures to distinguish themselves from other hip-hop acts, but 

to sever them from the culture entirely also denies Odd Future the shared “experimental 

and innovative qualities that characterized rock 'n' roll, the blues, and many other 

musically based cultural forms that have developed at the junctures of social 

transitions.”106 As Rose writes, the stylistic continues between rap and other black 

musical forms like urban blues, bebop, and rock 'n' roll create “Afrodiasporic narratives,” 

and to diminish the importance of hip-hop culture to Odd Future is to leave them out of 

these narratives. 

Rose locates hip-hop's origins within the social transitions of 1970s New York 

105Rose, 25.
106 Ibid.
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City, writing that the specific social and political climate of life on the margins of 

deindustrialized Brooklyn led to the discrete qualities of hip-hop that distinguish it from 

other black cultural forms.107 These specific “postindustrial” conditions “shaped the 

cultural terrain, access to space, materials, and education,” thereby shaping the 

technology and practices of hip-hop culture.108 Yet, hip-hop shares important elements 

with other Afrodiasporic cultural forms. In fact, the specifics of hip-hop's 

reinterpretations and revisions of these Afrodiasporic elements are exactly the features 

that distinguish it from the forms,109 so that even in in its difference, hip-hop maintains a 

place in traditions. Likewise, Odd Future's musical and technological practices are, more 

often than not, traditional hip-hop elements that are reinterpreted and revised through 

their own cultural terrain and interests. Odd Future's melding of hip-hop practices with 

with elements from skater, punk, and other subcultures, rather than divorcing entirely 

from hip-hop culture, instead simply articulates a space within hip-hop for those—like 

Odd Future--who maintain an investment in these cultures, who are unwilling to confine 

themselves to a single cultural space. 

In the introduction to Spectacular Vernaculars, Russell Potter asserts hip-hop as a 

form of radical post-modernism, born of “building culture out of remembered fragments, 

linked together with anagogical syntheses appropriated from the cultural slave master's 

107Rose, 25-6.
108Rose, 24.
109Rose, 27.
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past.110” Rather than leaving us with the options of either “essentialized racial identities 

cherished by separatists on all sides” or “the erasure of difference which is so dear to so-

called 'liberal' theorists who still dream of a 'melting pot society,' radical post-modernist 

forms offer a “concrete 'double' and perhaps even multiple consciousness—the awareness 

that 'white' is no less a construction than 'black,' and that cultural differences emanate 

not from hermetically-sealed universes, but from an insistent and ongoing mix.111” Odd 

Future is notorious for its us-vs-them mentality, espousing an often bizarre binary of 

cultural values—“If they like it, it's swaggin'. If not, fuck it.”112 The result creates cultural 

differences not among the racialized artistic boundaries that would force them to choose 

between “hip-hopper” and “skater,” but with a ideology that, in its utter absurdity, 

perhaps reveals the insufficiency of these essentialized, “hermetically-sealed” universes. 

This practice, rather than excluding them from the Afrodiasporic tradition, instead is 

simply another reiteration of post-modern Afrodiasporic practices.

Odd Future member Frank Ocean's tracks “Strawberry Swing” and “Nature Feels” 

use the instrumentals from British alternative rock band Coldplay and synthpop group 

MGMT, with Frank Ocean's composed vocals and lyrics recorded on top. As part of the 

mixtape nostalgia/ULTRA, Ocean signifies upon the originals, but revises, inverts, and 

subverts the original meanings, re-writing the material into his own personal expressions.

110Potter, Russell, Spectacular Vernaculars, (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995).
111Potter, 19.
112Nosnitsky, Billboard 15.
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“Strawberry Swing,” is nostalgia/ULTRA's first track. In the original, the electric 

guitar and driving drum beats evoke an idyllic, pastoral nostalgia.  Ocean's track keeps 

the instrumentation and melody from the Coldplay original, but the lyrics embed the 

nostalgic look with melancholy, tainted by the reality of the present moment. Coldplay's 

version opens with the third person depiction of two companions sharing a perfect 

moment together:

They were sitting, they were sitting in a strawberry swing

And every moment was so precious

They were sitting, they were sitting in a strawberry swing

And everybody was for fighting, wouldn't wanna waste a thing113

Frank Ocean's song is told in the first person, so the subject is a part of the moment, and 

the revised lyrics turn them into a look back at an idyllic past:

When we were kids, we hand painted strawberries on a swing

Every moment was so precious, then

I'm still kicking it, daydreaming on a strawberry swing

The entire Earth is fighting, all the world is at an end114 (emphasis mine) 

Coldplay's first verse ends in perfection, an optimistic look to the trials of the future, but 

Frank Ocean's ends in destruction. The thread continues into the first bridge, where 

Frank Ocean changes Coldplay's lyrics of optimistic satisfaction to paranoia.

113“Strawberry Swing,” Viva La Vida or Death And All His Friends,performed by Coldplay. 2008.
114 “Strawberry Swing,” nostalgia/ULTRA, performed by Frank Ocean, 2011.
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Cold, cold water bring me 'round

Now my feet won't touch the ground

Cold, cold water what do you say?

It's such, it's such a perfect day, it's such a perfect day

In the lyrics reprinted above, water can wash away one's troubles, making room for 

spiritual and romantic fulfillment, but in Ocean's version, the world is washed away in 

the destruction of war.

Just in case, an atom bomb, comes falling on my lawn

I should say and you should hear, I've loved

I've loved the good times here, I've loved the good times here

Frank Ocean's last words on “Strawberry Swing” depict the song's companions parting, 

with the narrator left behind in an Earth on the eve of destruction:

Spaceships are lifting off a dying world

And millions are left behind while the sky burns

There wasn't room for you and I

Only you, goodbye goodbye

But the last words heard on the recording are from the Coldplay version:

The sky could be blue, I don't mind

Without you its a waste of time[..]

The sky could be blue, could be gray
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Without you I just slide away

The sky could be blue, I don't mind

Without you its a waste of time

In the original, the promises of idyllic romantic love are fulfilled, but Ocean places 

them into a new context, twisting them into words of loss. Frank Ocean looks past the 

Coldplay's perfect moment into the future,which is ultimately one of destruction and 

despair. Coldplay's words are ultimately futile. Ocean revises the song to fit 

nostalgia/ULTRA's preoccupation with nostalgia fatally tainted with cynicism and a 

suspicion towards the future, the same preoccupation one might locate in Odd Future's 

ethos as a whole. Ocean draws upon the Coldplay's aesthetics, and their evocation of an 

idyllic world, in order to subvert them; to tell his own truth and tell his own story.

In Spectacular Vernaculars, Russell Potter locates the modes Signifyin(g) which 

Gates discussed in relation to African-American written traditions within the aural/oral 

traditions of black musical production. In its use of Signifyin(g) and its preoccupations 

with repetition and revision, Potter argues that African-American music is 

“fundamentally at odds” with Western music's obsession with the precise reproduction of 

written notation, and indeed “at variance” with itself: 

When New Orleans jazz evolved into swing, or the hard boppers broke 

from the swing, or the “cool”  jazz school drifted away from hard bop, 

these new forms were Signifyin(g) on their precursors. Within African-
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American modes of expression, to “break” from the past is itself a 

tradition...to deviate is to remain true. 

 As Potter implies, hip-hop was born out of this same tradition of deviation from the past. 

Odd Future's difference from other hip-hop acts, then, is less a break from hip-hop 

tradition then a break from past articulations of that tradition. In fact, these kinds of 

articulations are an integral part of African-American cultural traditions. Odd Future 

revises hip-hop forms to suit their expressive needs, to express black identities existing 

outside of normative cultural contexts.

The desire to exist outside of normative culture is perhaps the most conspicuous 

theme of Odd Future's work. In an NPR blog post titled “Why You Should Listen to the 

Rap Group Odd Future, Even Though It's Hard,” commentator Frannie Kelley writes 

“Their music is alive—it punches you in the face. If you're over forty, have kids and are 

white, they don't like you.” In an article on Black music and culture website The Root, 

Odd Future is similarly described as “giving the finger to their white middle-class 

audience.”  The song “Radicals” from Goblin opens with a “random disclaimer” addressed 

both at Tyler's listeners and those who would perceive his music as dangerous to the 

conventional order: “Don't do anything I say in this song, okay? It's fucking fiction. If 

anything happens don't blame me, white America. Fuck Bill O'Reilly."108

The Root article characterizes this disclaimer as a specifically racialized attack, but 

this is a moment where the attention to Odd Future's appeal to young people is much 
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more revealing. Tyler directly addresses “white America” in the opening, but the actual 

song appears addressed to the youth of white America specifically. The first verse 

expresses an unwillingness to conform to outside expectation, moving from invoking the 

power of the Odd Future Wolfgang Collective to the power of youth generally:

What the fuck I look like? Saying I'm sorry

to a bunch of fucking fags that can't potentially harm me

I ain't never gonna bow down to your expectations

By the way, I got sixty fucking wolves that'll guard me

That skate hard, thrash black hoodies, try something

Make sure your fuckin' feelings end up in a Glad bag

Fuck all your opinions, I'm tying them with a shoe string 

And fuck the fat lady, it's over when all the kids sing

The hook of “radical” is to be a militantly violent call for those same kids (“Kill people 

burn shit fuck school...left, right, left, right”). The other verses, along with the song's 

four vocal interludes, make more sense as an appeal to youth's sense of alienation and 

rebellion against institutional forces than declarations of a race war or revolution. The 

production uses a heavy, rumbling drum beat against a slow line of highly pitched LFOs 

to make an auditory call to arms, and when the drums give way about a minute in, they 

are replaced by a voice mildly calling out “Left, right, left, right”, a progression of slowly 

moving, consonant electronic chords, and finally, Tyler's voice:
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Odd Future Wolf Gang

We came together 'cause we didn't have nobody else

Do you? You just might be one of us 

Are you? 

The effect sounds rather like Tyler standing at the end of a battle, calling people to join 

his ranks, saving them from their past alienation. Odd Future's enemies are less 

specifically white people than those with authority, particularly authority over youthful 

expression. Just as Odd Future revises hip-hop to suit their expressive needs, “Radical” 

posits a future where everyone is free to be as they choose, to revise and interpret culture 

to reflect their own perspectives. The dominant image of Odd Future is of a group of kids 

who self-consciously separated themselves hip-hop, but hip-hop's practices are precisely 

how the collective articulates their identities as black youth whose artistic and aesthetic 

interests are not limited to the 'hermetically-sealed' universes of conventional black 

expression.
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The Silent Beat: Bob Kaufman

 In The Souls of Black Folk, W.E.B. Dubois describes the African-American 

perspective as one of “double-consciousness;” a “two-ness” that comes from the 

unreconciled conflict of being both “Negro” and “American”. Persistently subjected to 

seeing one's self through the eyes of others, black Americans see the world through the 

veil of their own difference.115 The life and work of African-American Beat poet Bob 

Kaufman is informed by a similarly self-conscious perspective. The Beat Generations' 

most famous writers are white men, but black artists, especially jazz musicians, were 

inspirations for Beat poets, and black writers, including Kaufman, LeRoi Jones, and Ted 

Joans, were also involved in the scene. The Beat scene was “nonetheless one in which 

traditionally structures of race-based normativity were being constantly reinscribed,” and 

the public history of the Beats exemplify the historic processes of marginalization and 

exclusion which mark African-American history. A briefly prolific, influential writer 

who was all but written out of Beat history altogether, Kaufman was “part and not-part of 

the Beat/bohemian postwar cultural movement” just as he was part and not-part of the 

wider American culture.116 Although Kaufman's blackness is only one part of his 

“multiply marginal” condition, African-American perspectives play an integral role in 

115W.E.B. Dubois, “The Souls of Black Folk” in The Norton Anthology of African-American Literature, ed. 
Henry Louis Gates Jr. et al, (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1997), 615.

116Amor Kohli, “Saxophones and Smothered Rage: Bob Kaufman, Jazz, and the Quest for Redemption,” 
Callaloo 25, no 1 (2002), 166.
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“quintessentially subcultural” essence of his life and work.117 

In his essay “Saxophones and Smothered Rage: Bob Kaufman, Jazz, and the Quest 

for Redemption,”Amor Kohli argues that the poet rewrites Dubois's double consciousness 

by finding a similar conflict within jazz music. For Kaufman, jazz is a “metaphor for the 

African-American experience...vitally and irrevocably African and American, while kept 

from being wholly one or another—it is not African due to the diasporic ruptures of 

history, it is not American because of the racialized construction of America.” 

Underneath jazz music lies “the sui generis hopes, desires, aspirations and rage” of 

African-Americans. Hidden under the guise of harmless entertainment, jazz's 

presentation of subaltern, African-American perspectives lends jazz a “revolutionary 

potential” that is all but invisible to those who misunderstand its essence. This 

misunderstanding is precisely what enables its method of attack. Accompanying its 

cloaked, violent potential is a conflict of violent aggression and joyful ecstasy central to 

jazz music, and Kaufman's poetry emanates from a similar dialectical impulse between 

joy and anger.”118

In Kaufman's poem “Battle Report,”119 jazz is a weapon with the potential to 

destroy those who cannot perceive of its power. Signifying upon the nightly news reports 

of the Vietnam War, Kaufman links the violence of military conquest with the 

117Maria Damon, “'Unmeaning Jargon'/Uncanonized Beatitude: Bob Kaufman, Poet,” Poetry Criticism 74 
(2006), 1.

118Kohli, 166-167.
119Bob Kaufman, Solitudes Crowded With Loneliness (New Directions Paperbacks, 1965), 8.
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revolutionary potential of jazz music. “One thousand saxophones infiltrate the city/each 

with a man inside.” The history, desires, and rage of the men are in their instruments, 

“hidden in ordinary cases/labeled FRAGILE” masked by the same processes which render 

jazz's men invisible. When “at last, the secret code is flashed,” those with the ability to 

perceive it hear “attack: the sound of jazz.”“The city falls,” as Kohli asserts, “without a 

fight. The city, the audience, has no time to react since the attack has come without a 

warning that the attacked can comprehend.”120In an “ultimately self-immolatory act,” the 

naivete of the misunderstanding listeners aids in their own destruction.121   

In “Dear People,” consumption of jazz is an act of liberation. The poem begins by 

exposing the condition of his people as something unnatural, unfit for human life: “We 

cut our teeth on oyster shells / We were suckled on father's milk.” Jazz music's 

revolutionary potential is perceived by those who share this oppressive history, and 

consuming jazz becomes an act of defiance against one's oppressors, the “well-dressed” 

“wax-bitches” whose social status is the result of “buying diamonds/Off the backs 

of/South African Negroes.” As in “Battle Report,” jazz is a weapon, and understanding the 

conflicts inherent in African-American experience—an understanding that is informed 

by the knowledge of one's own subaltern position—grants one the ability to yield this 

weapon. 

When white youth began to embrace jazz in the 1920s, it was in opposition to 

120Kohli 174.
121Kohli 175.
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mainstream, 'white' culture. Where “the music could be seen as a central part of African-

American culture,” for twenties flappers, jazz was “counter-culture, a criticism of middle-

class lifestyles and accepted values” (emphasis mine).122  Similarly, Kerouac, Ginsberg, and 

other Beat writers found opposition to the establishment's “fictive political stability” in 

bebop's energy, but were unable see the revolutionary energy in jazz's expressions of 

black desire and rage. Although the Beat scene was a subcultural movement, their 

understandings of jazz was closer to the mainstream views of the music than that of 

Kaufman and other black artists, and Kaufman's jazz references avoid “the questionable 

convention of ecstatic abandon” and racial stereotypes, and instead finds in jazz “an 

intense and eerie sadness, a despair for the sanity and survival of all persons”.123

 Kaufman presents jazz “as a specifically black sound, a condition of blackness and 

the perfect racial soundtrack to his racial poetry,” but understanding jazz comes more 

from the “empirical impact” and “historical weight of the concept of race” than, an 

essential gift of black skin. Although, as Kohli argues, race “may be no longer treated as 

an empirical fact,” the shared history of oppression that Kaufman shares with other 

African-Americans, “the threat of racial violence and racial definition and the concurrent 

dehumanization, invisibility, and silence it engenders,” defines his poetry. The 

consequences of society's beliefs in the “scientific, empirical 'fact' of race'” have 

122Lorenzo Thomas, “Communicating by Horns: Jazz and Redemption in the Poetry of the Beats and the Black 
Arts Movement,” African-American Review 26, no. 2 (1992), 291.

123Thomas, 293.
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formulated the essence” of experience and perspective for “nonwhite peoples for 

hundreds of years while subjecting them to actual physical violence—the empirical 

impact.” For Kaufman, this impact is what informs African-American perspectives.124 

Lacking the empirical impact of race within their own experiences and history, white 

beat writers evocations of jazz often missed the potential which Kaufman saw.  

African-American perspectives are manifested in Kaufman's life and work in other 

ways as well. The loneliness exhibited in “Private Sadness” evokes the loneliness of 

cultural isolation and artistic alienation that Jeffrey Falla discusses in his essay “Bob 

Kaufman and the (In)visible Double.” Falla cites Barbara Christian's assertion that 

Kaufman expresses “'not just the loneliness that might come from solitude, but an even 

more devastating psychic loneliness that can come only from knowing so few people that 

share his perceptions.” The lack of Black cultural contexts, Christian argues, isolates 

Kaufman from his beat contemporaries because they are unable to perceive what he can 

perceive. “Thus, not only cultural isolation...but also artistic alienation haunt much of 

Kaufman's work.”125

It is this same alienation in “Private Sadness.” Here, the speaker's loneliness both 

reveals and is a product of the realities of the external world, which his unique vision 

grants him the perspective to see clearly. The subject's intellectual and spiritual solitude 

is simultaneously informed by and the result of the subject's position on the margins. The 

124Kohli, 170.
125 Jeffrey Falla, “Bob Kaufman and the (In)visible Double,” Callaloo 25, no. 1 (2002), 183.
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speaker is “sitting here alone, in peace/with my private sadness”126 and peace seems to 

stem from “being bared of the acquirements of the minds eye.”127 His solitude informs his 

vision, informing his perspective of the world; it forces him to turn his illuminating 

vision back onto himself:

Vision reversed, upended,

Seeing only the holdings

Inside the walls of me

Feeling the roots that bind me,

To this mere human tree128

The “holdings” which the speaker sees “inside the walls” of himself evokes the dormant 

potential Kaufman finds in jazz music; the revolutionary potential of jazz music is also 

present within jazz's people. The “roots” binding him to this “mere human tree” tie him 

not only to humanity as a whole,  but also ties him to the “human tree” that is his body, 

revealing its limitations (hence the adjective “mere”).  As Falla argues, “the physical body 

is a little more than an effigy, a double, of a containment of the soul...Long after the 

physical body dies, another body still circulates in legends, in words, and in larger, 

eternal corpus of poetry.”129 For Kaufman, the physical body is limited, not just by the 

laws of nature but by constraints of identity and expression that are imposed upon by 

126 Bob Kaufman, The Ancient Rain: Poems 1956~1978 (New York: New Directions Books, 1981), 3.
127Ibid.
128 Ibid.
129 Falla, 188.
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hegemonic ideals of race.

Kaufman's body is precisely what subjected him to the African-American history 

and experience that informs his work, but in his life and work, he refuses the ascription 

of identity that culture would normally impose on him as a result of his body. Instead, as 

Falla implies, Kaufman uses his poetry and his own biographical legend to be free from 

the “sociocultural influenced sense of self that imprisons everyone as social subjects,”130 

by imposing identity onto others. Kaufman's poetic identity is fraught with paradoxes and 

contradictions that undermine conventional, normative constructions of identity that are 

imposed on by external social forces, and his relationship to his own biography displays 

an anticipation of his own occlusion that is the result of his informed, marginalized 

position. According to the David Henderson's biography in the introduction to Cranial 

Guitar,

Bob Kaufman was born in New Orleans on April 18, 1925. His 

father, who was half African-American and half Jewish, worked for the 

rail-road as a Pullman porter. His mother, a black woman from an old 

Martinique family, the Vignes, was a schoolteacher.131 

 In her essay “Unmeaning Jargon/Uncanonized Beatitude: Bob Kaufman, Poet,” 

Maria Damon notes that Kaufman “encouraged this version of his genealogy,” but in 

130Falla, 187.
131 David Henderson, introduction to Cranial Guitar: Selected Poems by Bob Kaufman by Bob Kaufman 

(Minneapolis: Coffee House Press, 1996), 8.
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reality it was their paternal grandfather who was part Jewish, and “the Kaufmans, all 

raised by Black American Catholics, could not be said to be Jewish in any meaningful-

sense;” likewise, neither Martinique, nor voodoo was a part of his background, nor was 

he raised in New Orleans. Yet, these and other myths “have worked their way from his 

immediate circle into dictionaries of literary biography, recent eulogies, brief 

biographical sketches in anthologies, and editor's prefaces: the legend has become the 

official story.” Kaufman's participation in the construction of his own mythic biography 

is part of “a rich, if sometimes conflicting, plurality of themes in his life and work that 

radically undermines the hierarchic logic of dominant European-American metaphysics 

and its attendant to political and aesthetic organizing principals.”132 

The histories of Africans in the United States undermine the dominant principals 

of culture by illuminating the acts of systemic violence which these principals have 

enabled. Systems of naming are one of the organizing principals with Kaufman 

undermines. For many, namelessness remains “not simply or unequivocally a matter of 

choice.”133 The history of blacks and Jews and the west is marked by violent acts of 

naming, unnaming, and renaming, and Kaufman's life and work are informed by this 

historical perspective. With the imposition of names onto Africans being sold as slaves in 

the new world, and the re-naming of Jews in Europe and during later immigration to the 

U.S., history has rendered them as subjects “in one sense, anonymous. The 'original name' 

132 Damon, 3-4
133Damon, 4
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having lost its context, loses its meaning as well—not to mention that retrieval is 

virtually impossible and not necessarily desirable...Thus untitling, or unnaming, becomes 

an act of entitlement.” In Kaufman's work, names are “chopped up, rearranged, and 

punned upon,” signifying upon the naming systems which his work ultimately renders 

unstable. His “Abomunist Manifesto,”134 “realizes the limits of all isms, the eventual decay 

of all systems...making serious fun of isms, manifestos” and the like, transforming sense 

into nonsense, turning reality upside down.” In “CARL CHESSMAN INTERVIEWS THE 

P.T.A. IN HIS SWANK GAS CHAMBER BEFORE LEAVING ON HIS ANNUSAL 

INSPECTION OF CAPITAL, TOUR OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA DEATH 

UNIVERSITIES, HAPPY.”, Kaufman plays anagrammatic games with “Caryl 

Chessman,”135 who's death penalty case and eventual execution was a powerful and 

meaningful injustice for Kaufman and others in his circle. 

Kaufman manipulates Caryl Chessman's name to place him in a heroic 

pantheon “Charlie Chaplin,” “Caryl Melville, “Carl Darrow,” “F. 

Scott Chessman”), to draw attention to the international dimensions of the 

case (“Carlos,” “Carlito” “Carl” as well as “Caryl” Chessman, “Call Chez-

Main” and to make the name itself physical (“Caul,” “Chestman”)136

Kaufman's manipulation of Chessman's name renders the relationship between 

134Kaufman, Cranial Guitar, 117.
135 Damon, 4.
136Ibid.
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Chessman's legal name and Chessman unstable. Chessman becomes all that Kaufman 

places him—larger than himself, larger than his name. In a word, Chessman becomes 

mythified, transfiguring Chessman from the cultural fascination of the moment to a 

symbol of system-sponsored violence. In Kaufman's signifying upon naming, he links the 

injustice of Chessman's case to the same systems which give him his legal name, the same 

system that perpetuates the violence that marks the history of blacks and Jews. 

In the editor's note to The Ancient Rain, Raymond Foye quotes Kaufman as 

wanting to be “anonymous...'I don't know how you get involved with uninvolvement, 

but I don't want to be involved. My ambition is to be completely forgotten.'”137 Kaufman's 

paradoxical words juxtapose “ambition against anonymity, involvement against 

uninvolvement. As a Nietzschian aphorism, the tension between the words themselves 

breaks the sentences apart”, and ultimately strip them of their most literal meanings. 

Like names, anonymity and silence are often imposed upon by the external world, but 

Kaufman “charges the invisible, silenced space of the social outcast with the public 

visibility of alienation.”138 Along with his poetic explorations of isolation and racial 

politics, Kaufman embeds himself in the silence that is imposed upon him.

In  his letter to the San Francisco Chronicle, Kaufman anticipates his own 

occlusion, describing the “silent beat” which “makes the drum beat, it makes the drum, it 

137 Raymond Foye, editor's note to The Ancient Rain.
138Damon, 4.
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makes the beat.”139 Nielsen notes T.J. Anderson's observation that the word “beat” occurs 

eleven times “in its various forms, thereby establishing our recognition of the 'silent beat' 

that conveys an opposite and recurring rhythm as well.”140 Comparing Kaufman's 

strategies with Tony Williams' drumming on Miles Davis' In a Silent Way, Nielsen 

writes: “Williams sets up a strong, simple beat against which the other instruments raise 

their voices. But there are passages in which Williams's beat continues, without 

Williams, for significant periods.” Although the rest of the music doesn't 

call attention to this recurring absence, it becomes something the listener 

anticipates and attends to. It becomes as much an organizing form as its 

counterpart, the head of the drumstick striking a surface...Williams's 

occasional silences on “It's about That Time” set the stage for the fuller use 

of his drum set that comes later in the piece, at the same time providing a 

jazz musician's rhetorical underscoring of the compositions title; the piece 

is about that time.141

Similarly, “the silence about Bob Kaufman has a subject; it is about that 

poetry...Kaufman's silent beat that comes before and after every beat asserts itself in the 

spaces between the words of his letter, as his periods of silence and speaking presence 

punctuate the life of San Francisco through the decades, as the silence surrounding him 

139Aldon Lynn Nielsen, Integral Music (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 2004), 151. 
140 Ibid.
141Ibid.
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punctuates Beat histories even now.”142 Kaufman's intentional vows of silence become an 

important part of his voice, drawing attention to his absence in a way that also draws 

attention to the voice that is simultaneously silenced. 

Aldon Nielsen argues that Kaufman anticipated his own occlusion, and history has 

proven him right. Kaufman, along with his poetic project and his work's grounding in 

African-American perspectives, has been missing from Beat public history and literary 

history generally, and the death of the original Beat movement only exacerbated the 

historical occlusion of blacks. After the Beat Generation's demise, “literary criticism 

largely lost interest in reading the contemporary intertexts of black music and verse.” The 

Beat revivals of the later twentieth century spurned a popular interest in public poetry 

performance, but the new scene included “a ridiculously small number of black poets,” 

and even lacked the engagement with jazz performers that was so fundamental for the 

Beat originals. When included at all, jazz music was “reduced to an electronic 

sample...younger performers, like their older Beat models, often adopt what they take to 

be the trappings of jazz in their dress and speech” without engaging with the music the 

expressions inherent within it.143  One can only speculate how literary history might have 

changed with the inclusion of Bob Kaufman's poetics, but in excluding one of the few 

Beat writers with an African-American perspective, Beat history also excluded one of the 

142 Nielsen, 152.
143Aldon Lynn Nielsen, Black Chant: Languages of African-American Postmodernism (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 1997), 81.
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few writers who could see jazz's revolutionary potential. Kaufman's poetics are embedded 

with the same African-American politics which informed the Civil Rights movement and 

the radical undermining of established systems of the Vietnam war protests, but the Beat 

Generation, as Thomas argues, was a comparatively “tame affair.”144 If Beat politics 

proved how “innocuous” pre-beat protest movements truly were, then perhaps it is the 

informed perspective of marginality that lend more successful subcultural movements 

their power. Kaufman's perspective, informed not insignificantly by African-American 

history and politics, gave him the “subcultural essence” that inspired other writers and 

artists during his lifetime. His occlusion from Beat and literary history robs both areas of 

his influence from which others might draw, but by re-engaging with Kaufman's life and 

work, we offer ourselves a glimpse of his uniquely revolutionary perspective.

144Thomas, 292.
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'To Be Black As You Are:' A Conclusion

 In spite of the varied artistic and aesthetic interests of Bob Kaufman, Odd Future 

Wolf Gang, and Jimi Hendrix, black cultural traditions play a fundamental role in each of 

their work, but their engagements with these practices have been ignored by public 

history. In each of these cases, a unique form of African-American expression is lost, 

subsumed by marginalizing cultural (and in the case of Hendrix and OFWGKTA, 

industrial) processes. These processes not only rendered Kaufman invisible from the Beat 

movement, and black cultural interests invisible from the work of Hendrix and 

OFWGKTA, but ultimately rendered the processes of marginalization invisible as well. 

The radical perspective that Kaufman's work offers is the ability to see these historic 

processes, the same ability that was required to perceive jazz's own radical perspective. 

Without acknowledgment of these processes, the distinctions between 'black' and 'white' 

cultural spaces are often treated as fundamental rather than historically implemented, 

and the result is not only the continuous replication of marginalizing forces, but also 

limitations on what 'black,' 'white' or similar expressions can include. Hence, Hendrix is 

not only disinterested in black culture, he is “one with the white pop scene,” and 

OFWGKTA's rebelliousness becomes characteristic of rebellious skater kids instead of, 

rather than in addition to  expressions of black male youth. 

In “A Context for Understanding Inland Beatness and Bob Kaufman,” Horace 
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Coleman writes, “Kaufman was confirmation that you could write, be black in the way 

you were and write as life and your mind moved you.” Normative confines of race and 

expression, propelled by the historic processes which diminish the truly integrative 

nature of cultural production, often serve to limit black expression to conventional, 

monolithic spaces. Individual identities, however, informed by history, heritage, and 

their own experiences, are just as 'irreducibly complex' as Hendrix's music strives to 

articulate. To be 'black in the way you are' necessitates neither adherence to the 

conventions of expression which culture imposes upon oneself, nor a disavowal of the 

black cultural traditions, but simply a revision to the multiple traditions and perspectives 

which inform us all, to express ourselves as we see fit.
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